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ABSTRACT. Let G be a connected, simply connected real Lie group and let U be a

representation of G in a complete, locally convex, topological vector space "J. If G is

solvable, it can be canonically embedded in its complexification Gf. A vector v e C7is said

to be entire for (/if the map g -* Utv of G into fJis holomorphically extendible to Gc. The

space of entire vectors is an invariant subspace of the space of analytic vectors. U is said
to be holomorphically extendible iff the space of entire vectors is dense.

In this paper we consider the question of existence of holomorphic extensions

We prove

Theorem. A unitary representation U is holomorphically extendible to Gc iff

G  modulo the kernel of U is type R   in the sense of Auslander-Moore [1].

In the process of proving the above results, we develop several interesting

characterizations of entire vectors which generalize work of Goodman for solvable

Lie groups and we prove a conjecture of Nelson concerning the relationship between

infinitesimal representations of Lie algebras and representations of the corresponding

Lie groups.

Introduction. Let G be a connected, simply connected (c.s.c.) real solvable Lie

group with Lie algebra X. Let Xe denote the complexification of X and let Gc be

the corresponding c.s.c. complex Lie group. From the solvability of G, G is

canonically imbeddable as a closed subgroup of Gc. Iff. G -* 17is a mapping of

G into a complete locally convex topological vector space 17, we will say that/is

holomorphically extendible to Gc if there is a continuous mapping fc : Gc -* U

which extends/such that the map z —* <[fc(z), w) is a holomorphic map of Gc into

C for all w G U' (the space of continuous linear maps of U into C). It can be

shown that in this case the map/ is a differentiable map of Gc into Uin the sense

that lim,_o(/(2 exp tX) -f(z))/t exists for all X G Xc and z G Gc and defines

a continuous function of z. (See §111.8 of Grothendieck [5] for details.)

If U is a strongly continuous representation of G in 17 by continuous operators,

we define, following Goodman [2], e=W£(U) (which we also denote by <=M£ when

sufficiently clear) to be the space of vectors v G ID for which the map g -* Ugv

of G into U is holomorphically extendible to Gc. cH£ is an invariant subspace of
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D and the restriction of U to <=^ is extendible to an analytic representation of Gc

in <=>■)£. When <=H£ is dense in O we shall say that U has an analytic extension and

we will call the extension of the part of U in <=*£ the analytic extension of U. We

shall denote it by Uc or simply U when clear.

In this paper we are interested in obtaining conditions under which the

analytic extensions exist. The structure of the paper is as follows:

In §1 we develop several infinitesimal characterizations of entire vectors which

generalize results of Goodman [3] in the nilpotent-unitary case and of Nelson [8]

in the analytic vector case. We also remark that there is a simple proof of a

conjecture of Nelson concerning the relationship of infinitesimal representations

of Lie algebras and representations of the corresponding Lie groups.

In §11, we give a complete characterization of those unitary representations

which have analytic extensions. We also obtain sufficient conditions for a general

representation to have entire vectors. These conditions imply, in particular, that

every Banach space representation of a type R solvable Lie group has a dense set

of entire vectors. Our methods are analogous to those used by Robert Moore for

analytic vectors   [7].

0. Notation. Throughout the rest of this paper we shall assume that the notation

established above (e.g., G, U, U', X, etc.) remains in force. In addition, if AT is a

Lie group, X(lC) will denote its Lie algebra.

zV will denote the natural numbers.

If ax, ..., ap are elements of some associative algebra and (nx,...,np) = n

G Np, then (ax,...,ap)n — a"' • ••a"p'. We adopt the usual conventions concern-

ing multi-indices—e.g. n\ = nx\ • • • np\, \n\ = 2 "¡, etc.

We define C(U) to be the space of vectors v in 17 such that g -* U(g)v is a

C map of G into !Jand C°°(i/) = fXLxC(U). For v G C'(U), and X El X,

define dU(X)v = lim,_0(£/(exp tX)v - v)/t.

If   X = (Xx,...,Xn) G XX XX •■-XX,   we   set   dU(X) = (dU(Xx).

dU(Xn)).

1. Infinitesimal characterizations. Let X = (Xx,...,Xd) be an ordered Jordan

Holder basis for X. (Recall that an ordered basis (Xx,..., Xd) is an ordered

Jordan Holder basis for X if [X¡, Xi+X ] m 0 mod {Xi+,, •••,Xn }. Every solvable Lie

algebra has such a basis.)

We have the following characterization of entire vectors.

Proposition. (1.1). v G C°°(U) is an entire vector for U iff the family of sets

Sw = {(U(X)/n\)t^v\neNd} is bounded for all t>0.

Proof. Since {Ài.zA',,^,/^,...,Xd,iXd) is a Jordan Holder basis for Xc, the

map fa,... ,z¿) -* exp z, Xx ••• exp zdXd of Cd into Gc provides global holomor-

phic coordinates for Ge.

If v is entire for U and if w G U', it follows from the Cauchy estimates for

(zx,... ,zd) -> <t/(exp zxXx • • -exp zdXd)v,w~) that <£„,,, w> is bounded for all

í > 0. Thus, Su¡, is weakly, and hence strongly, bounded.
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Conversely, suppose Sv<l is bounded for all / > 0. Consider, for z G Cd, the

series

*(*> = 2 Saw*
n£N'

(Recall X = (AJ,..., Xd).) By standard power series estimates, <f>(z) is Cauchy in

any continuous seminorm on 17 and hence converges in 17 and defines a

holomorphic map of Cinto 17. We claim that (or t = (tx,...,td) G Rd,

<b(tx, ...,td)= U(exp txXx)U(e\p t2X2) • • • i/(exp tdXd)v.

If t2 = t3 = • • • = td = 0, this follows from Taylor's theorem, for let w G 17'.

Then

(1)

<U(exptxXx)v,w)-i(ï^vtx»y

= /o" <i/(exp SXx)dU(Xx)K+lv,w}{tl ~Kf)KdS.

The integrand is bounded independently of K. In fact, if u G C/", the family of

linear functional u ° i/(exp SXX ) as S ranges from 0 to tx, is pointwise (o(E\ E))

bounded and hence strongly (ß(E', E)) bounded. Thus if B is any bounded set,

Uo<s<(i/(exp SX)B is weakly, and hence strongly, bounded. Applying this

reasoning with B = {dU(Xx)"/n\ (2tx)"v \ n G N), we see

I/olo" <i/(exp SX)W(Xx)K+*v,w}{h J)KdS

ZM£UïjÇ(<i-S)KdS-M-™
my

Thus (1) above converges to zero and <f>(tx,0,... ,0) = t/(exp txXx)v. The same

reasoning applies to the vector dUiX2)"2 ■ ■ ■ dUiXd)"'v («, fixed). Thus if X

= (X-2,.. .,Xd) and / = (/,,...,td) G R", then

<<f>(/),w>=   2   Ç<dU(X)nv,w)
ziezV"!

He/v-</-l  *     n = 0   "•

=    2    ^(i/iexpf.AOa^Ârtz.w)

=    2    ¿(afyíA-ft/.c/'íexp/AOW)

where ' denotes adjoint. Continuing by induction we see that

(cb(t),w) = <t/(exp txX)U(e\p t2X2) ■ ■ ■ C/(exp tdXd)v,w),
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i.e.

<!>(/) = í/(exp tx Xx • • • exp tdXd)v.   Q.E.D.

Remark. In the above proof we used only that the "matrix elements"

g -» (U(g)v,w} were holomorphically extendible to Gc. Also, we concluded that

g —» U(g)v was expandible, in terms of our global coordinates, in a convergent

power series about 0. Hence we have

Corollary (1.2).   The following are equivalent: ,

(a) v is entire;

(b) g -* (Ugv, w> is holomorphically extendible to Gcfor all w G U';

(c) g —> Ugv is expandible in terms of global coordinates in an absolutely

convergent power series.

Entire vectors satisfy a seemingly stronger property than that of (1.1).

Theorem (1.3).Let ̂R be a finite subset of X. IfvS <JQ, then for all t > 0 the set

*RH = {Ai'k[Akvk I 4, = W(R,),R, G <d?,K G n\

is bounded in U.

The proof is a counting argument utilizing the commutators of the A¡. The

main algebraic step is contained in the following lemma.

Let Jl be an associative algebra. If D( and <7/ are subsets of c#, let DC denote

the set of products of n elements from D( and let (DC, <?/ )"'m denote the set of products

of n + m elements from D( U (y, n of which come from DC and m of which come

from <y. For y G cA, let ad y: cfl -» o? be the map'ad y(x) = xy - yx.

Lemma 1. // Di and <y are subsets of <Jl, then every a G (%<y)"'m is expressible

in the form a = 2a!=o ax where each aK is a sum of at most nK(m) terms of the form

A" -y'm-K • [ad yx • • • ad ^,(x, )] [ad yKl+x • • • ad yK¿x2)]

"•NyK^l+x ••■ad^(xj]

where y\ and y¡ G % x¡ G D( and where 0 < Kx < K2 < • • ■ < Kñ_x < K. (If

Kj = KJ+X, then we take a.dyKj+x • • • àdyKjt¡(xJ+x) = xJ+x. We treat the cases

Kx = 0 and Kn-X = K similarly)

Proof. Let Z(n, m, K) be the set of terms of the form of (2) above union the set {0}.

The lemma asserts that (D(,<y)"jn C 2™-o mK(mK)Z(n,m,K). The relations

Z(n, 0,0) = DC and Z(0,m,0) = <7/m imply that the lemma is true if either

m = 0 or n — 0. Assume that the lemma is false and let (n, m) be the smallest

pair of integers for which it is false relative to the ordering (a,b) < (c,d) iff

a < c and b < d. Note that n > 0 and m > 0. Let a G (£*,<?/)n,m. Either
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a = a'x where x G D(and ä G (D<,(y)"~l'm or a = fl> where a' G (£\/,<7/)',',"",

and .y G <y. In the first case, the relation Z(n — l,m, K) • D( C Z(n,m,K) and

the inductive hypothesis imply that the lemma is true for a. In the second case,

the relation Z(n,m — \,K) • y C nZ(n,m,K + 1) + Z(n,m,K) (which follows

easily from the identity vxv2- • -vn- y = 2"-i "1 • • • ad y(v/) • • • va + yvx • • • tz„)

and the inductive hypothesis imply that

a G  2* nK(m~ l\nZ(n,m,K+ 1) + 2* nK(m~ X\z(n,m,K).

Regrouping and using the identity

we see that the lemma is true for a. This contradiction proves the lemma.

Q.E.D.
For the next lemma, let C be a vector space and let p be a Minkowski

functional on C corresponding to a balanced but not necessarily absorbing

convex set (i.e. p satisfies p(x + y) < ¡x(x) + n(y) and n(ay) = |a|p(^)butp may

assume infinite values). Let <At be an algebra of linear operators on C and let <=/V

be a finite dimensional vector subspace of c4 with ordered basis D( = (xx,...,

xd). Let <]/ be a finite subset of cd for which adjz leaves JV invariant for>/ G <]/.

Then

Lemma 2. // v G Cis such that

(3) |¿¡ • ̂ iv)tn+m | x G £YV G <ym,n,m G zvj

« bounded in p /or a// r > 0, then {(a/K\)(v)tK \ a G (D(xjy)K,K G /V) is

bounded in iifor all t > 0.

Proof. Let a G (£V U «T/y. Then a G (D(,nj)njn for some n, m & N, n + m

= j. Write a = 2a>o a/f where the aK sire as in Lemma 1. We estimate ¡i(aK(v))

by estimating terms of the form of (2) above. In particular, following Goodman

[2], we put on ^/Vthe norm Ez^-i ctxt\ = 2?-i k/l- Since «Yis finite dimensional,

ad y, y G <]/, defines a bounded linear transform (with respect to |-|) of c/Vinto

itself. Let M be a common bound for these transforms.

Also, it is easily shown that it nx, ..., nq G <=/Vand a G c#,then

H(anx • • • nq(v)) < \nx \ • • • |« | sup ¡i(ax(v)).
xt=9t9

Thus, if b is any term of the form of (2) above, / > r > 0 and C, is a bound on

the set (3) above, then
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UM»)) < MK sup n(y'x ■ • -ym-Kx(v))
xear"

<  MK SUP J-.-?-—- 4(f )f»+v»-*A • t-(oHm-K))nl (m _ K)l
ye<y

< MKC,r"r-^-K)n\(m - K)\

Thus,

x=o

< 2 nK(™\MKCirnr<'»-Vn\(m- K)\

< C,t"r mn\m\ 2      ^,
zï=o    A!

= C,(fe-A/r)"','-~m«!'w!

< Qí«*/! + l/r)"+m2n+mj\

^•\reMrA-t) J-

This implies the lemma since 2rt/(reMr + i) can be made arbitrarily large.

To prove (1.3) let p be a Minkowski functional based on a not necessarily

absorbing convex set in If. We shall show that if the SVJ of (1.1) are bounded in

p for all t > 0, then the <=/?w are also bounded in p. If dim G = 1, this is clear,

so suppose d = dim G > 1 and the above assertion is true for all groups of lower

dimensions and all such p.

For s > 0 and w G C°(U), define

Mi(w) = sup   p[—-f— ws").
n&N     \      n- /

Hs is a Minkowski functional and, letting X = (A^,... ,Xd), {(dU(X)"/n\)vt^ \ n

G A"'-1} is bounded in ¡is. Since (Xx,...,Xd) is a Jordan Holder basis,

spanfXi,... ,Xd) is an ideal in X. It follows then from the inductive hypothesis

that if ¡X- {St/^),.. .,dU(Xd)), then {/^((^(lO/n!)/") | A G £Y\/i G zV} is
bounded—i.e.

|aW^,/fl|wi/i6^e^|

is p bounded. It now follows from Lemma 2 that (1.2) is true with <=/?

= {Xx,.. .,Xd). (1.2) for general J? follows easily from this.   Q.E.D.

As corollaries to the above proof we have the following facts, all due to

Goodman in the nilpotent case. Our proofs are inspired by Goodman's.
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Corollary (1.4.) Let U be a unitary representation of G in a Hilbert space <=H. If G

is a product of two analytic subgroups K and N with N normal then v is entire for U

if (and only if) v is entire for U \N and U \K.

Proof. Let Y and X be, respectively, bases for X(K) and X(N). Let «7/ = dU(Y)

and D( = dU(X), considered as sets of operators on C = C°°(U). Let cfl be the

algebra they generate and let p be the seminorm \(-,v)\. ïî y G <y and x G D(m,

n, m G JV, then from the unitarity of U, y* G <7/" and

^.^w+m)=\(£&*m4w)\ < |áw ifyyn\v '

By (1.3) this is bounded independently of m and n. Thus, by Lemma 2 above, for

all t > 0 there is a constant C, > 0 such that if a G (D( U <y)K, then n(a(v))

< C,K\ rK. Hence, if a G (£Y u «2/)*, then

/-"(2ü:)!C/>p(a*t7(tz)) = ||c7(i/)Wlf
The entirety of i/ follows from (1.2).   Q.E.D.

Corollary (1.5). If U is as in Corollary (1.4) then v is entire for Uiffvis entire for

each of the representations t -* £/(exp tX¡), i = 1, ..., d, where (Xx,..., Xd) is an

ordered Jordan Holder basis.

Proof. Follows by induction from Corollary (1.4).

Corollary (1.6). // U is as in Corollary (1.4), then v is entire for U iff g -* (Ug v, v)

is holomorphically extendible to Gc.

Proof. Reasoning as in the "only if" part of (1.1), it is easily seen that for

X e X,t>0, {(W(X)"/n\)(v)tn | n G N) is bounded in the seminorm \(-,v)\.

Hence, as in the proof of Corollary (1.5), v is entire for t -* U(e\p tX ) from (1.1).

Since X was arbitrary, the conclusion follows from Corollary (1.5).   Q.E.D.

Remark (1.7). The conclusion of (1.3), since it requires neither the simple-

connectedness nor solvability of G, is usually taken as the definition of entirety

of v. We shall henceforth assume (1.3) as the definition of entirety. Note, however,

that by lifting to the universal covering group, one may assume simple-

connectedness without loss of generality.

Note, also, that (1.3) establishes that entire vectors are a type of analytic vector

(see Nelson [8]). In fact, if in (1.3), <d? = {Xx,...,Xd) is any basis of X, then the

analytic vectors for U are the set of tz such that <J?n is bounded for some t > 0.

As Nelson noted, this definition depends only on the representation of X given

by X -> dU(X) and not on U.

In [8], Nelson showed that a representation p of a Lie algebra © by a family

of partially defined skew symmetric operators in a Hilbert space <=¥ having a

common, dense, invariant domain is the restriction of the differential of a unitary

representation of the corresponding c.s.c. Lie group G0 iff there is a / > 0 such
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that the space of vectors v for which <=/?„,, is bounded (denoted «¥,) is dense in <=#.

Nelson remarked that it was unknown if it is sufficient to assume only that the

space of analytic vectors is dense. We remark that it is indeed sufficient.

In fact, let X = (Xx,..., Xd) be a basis for & and let ñ C Rd be an open

neighborhood of 0 for which the map $(tx,..., !>) -* exp txXx • • • exp tdXd is a

homeomorphism of ß onto an open subset fl' in G0. In [8] Nelson showed that

under the assumption of density of the analytic vectors the p(Y) are essentially

skew-adjoint for Y G @. Hence for t G R we may form the operator exp tp(Y)

which is unitary by Stone's theorem, and hence we may define a mapping U of

ß' into unitary operators via

exp /, Xx • • • exp tdXd -* exp r, p(Xx ) ■ • ■ exp tdp(Xd)

for t = (tj,..., td) G fl. If U can be shown to be a local representation of 0', it

will follow as in Nelson that U is extendible to a unitary representation of G0

whose differential extends p. Now let v be an analytic vector for p, say v G cHt.

It is easily seen that Cv = span(p(li) • • • p(YK)v \ Y¡ G <J?,K G N} is a p invari-

ant subspace of <=^ for any s < i. Let ■=>/„ = ¿?„ and let p be the representation of

@ defined by p(X) = p(A7 |c> considered as a partially defined operation on <=ty.

By Nelson's theorem the map

exp txXx,..., exp z¿A^ -» exp r,p(Xx) • • • exp /¿¿(A",,)

for t = (fi,..., fj) G fi defines a local representation U of Í2' in e#„. Hence, to

prove that U is a local representation, it suffices to show that the restriction of U

to edi is equal to Ü for all v G ö"/„. But, if w G ¿?„, it can be shown via the

reasoning of Theorem (1.1) that Ü(<b(t))w and U(<j>(t))w are both given by the

same power series for / close enough to zero (independently of w). Since Cv is

dense in o%, our remark is proven.

It should be noted that it now follows from the converse of Nelson's theorem

that c=¥, is in fact dense for some t > 0.

Example (1.8). Let GA be the two dimensional Lie group with Lie algebra

spanned by X and Y satisfying [X, Y] = olqY. It is well known that every infinite

dimensional irreducible unitary representation of GA is realizable in L2(R) in

such a way that dU(X) = 3/3/ and 3i/(T) = iXe^'tX and an some real constant.

We remark for the purposes of Example (1.9) that for every X and an ¥= 0 in R

there is such a representation. Goodman showed that no such representation

could have nonzero entire vectors. From this, he was able to show, among other

things, that no locally injective representation of GA could have entire vectors.

See [2] for this.

Example (1.9). Let a = a0 + a, / G C and let G" be the group structure on

C X R defined by (c,r) * (c',r') = (c + e"c',r + r'). G" is a solvable, connected,

simply connected Lie group. Let A be a nonzero complex number. Let Ux be the.

representation of G" in L2(R) given by
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fy-VM = «p i Re(Ví)/(/ + r).

It can be shown via Mackey's theory of induced representations that for

Re a ¥= 0, Ux is irreducible and every irreducible representation of G° is of this

form. The Lie algebra of G" is isomorphic to Cxs R with the commutation rule

[(c,r),(c',r')] = [a(cr' - re',0)] .Let Yx =(/,0), Y2 = (1,0) and X = (0,1). Then

W(Yx)f(t) = -i lm(Xett')fit),      W(Y2) - i RetV)/W

and

3t/(*.)/(z) = (9/3/)/W-

We claim Ux has no nonzero entire vectors. Suppose / is entire for I/\ Let

Y = \/W(Yx)2 + x3U(Y2)2 = /|Xe°"| = i\X\e°°'.

From the inequalities (n\)2 > 2~n(2n)\ and \\Y'ff < ||/|| HF2"/!!, we see

(l|F7H02<2-"||/||||^/ll|^

< 2-"||/|| 2o (^PcW'acW^/lllJ.

Since 2"" 2k-.o (") = h this is bounded by (1.3).

Also, by (LI), {¡1(3/30711'"/«!} is bounded for all / > 0. Hence, by (1.5) and
(I.l),/is entire for the representation of GA considered in Example (1.8). Hence,

by Goodman's result, / = 0.

It follows from this, as in Goodman [2], that no locally injective representation

of G", Re a ¥= 0, can have nonzero entire vectors.

If Re a = 0, every unitary representation of G° has a dense set of entire

vectors. This will follow from the general theory of §11.

II. In this section U will be a representation of G in a Hilbert space <=#. Recall

that G is said to be class R iff the eigenvalues of ad X for X G X are all pure

imaginary.

Proposition (II.l). // U has a holomorphic extension, then G modulo the kernel of

U is class R.

Proof. If K is the connected component of the identity of the kernel of U, U

induces a representation of G/K and clearly this representation has a holomor-

phic extension iff U does. Therefore, we may assume that U is locally injective.

Then, by Examples (1.8) and (1.9), G can contain no analytic subgroups

isomorphic to G" (Re a ¥= 0) or GA. This implies that X is class R for if not,

there is an X G X and a  Y e Xc for which [X, Y] = aY where a G C,
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Re a # 0. If Y = Yx + iY2 and [If, 3^] = 0, then [X, Yx, Y2} span a Lie algebra

isomorphic to that of G", which is a contradiction. Hence [Yx, Y2] ¥= 0. But then

[X,[YX, Y2]] = [[A, Yx], Y2] + [YX,[X, Y2]] = 2 Re a[Yx, Y2]. Hence {X,[YX, Y2]} span

a Lie algebra isomorphic to GA which is a contradiction.   Q.E.D.

The converse of (II. 1) is true, but the proof is more involved. We begin by

considering the I! left regular representation of G. We will call entire vectors for

this representation I! entire vectors. We will denote the L2 left regular represen-

tation by L°.

Recall that a real Lie algebra X is said to be semisimply split by a semidirect

product decomposition X = U + ¿\i(JVa.n ideal) provided «Yis nilpotent, Ü7is

abelian and ad Ü71 JV is a semisimple family of linear transforms (i.e. there is a

basis of JVC consisting of eigenvectors of the operators ad U | ¿V. A semidirect

product decomposition of G, G = T • N, semisimply splits G provided the

corresponding decomposition of X semisimply splits X.

Lemma 1. If G is class R and G = T • N is a semisimple splitting of G, then

«=4£(LC) is dense in L2(G). In fact, if f G <=H£(LT) and g G <=*£(LW), then

/®g G <=C(LC) where f®g is the function f ® g(tn) = f(t)g(n) for t G T,
n G zV.

Proof. From the solvability of G, Gc = Tc • Nc. Let / and g be as above. Since

for St, t G T and s2, n G zV,

(1) LG (sxs2)f ® g(tn) = (LT(sx)f) ® (L»(r>sx s2sx~> t)g)(tn)

we may formally define an analytic extension of IP at/ ® g via Lc(zx z2)f ® g(tn)

= (Lr(z,)/) ® LN(rxzxz2zxl t)g(tn) for z, G Tc, z2 G /Vc. We need to show that

this remains in L2. This follows from the fact that the adjoint action of T on Nc

has relatively compact orbits, and hence \\LN(t~izxz2zx~lt)g\\2 is a uniformly

bounded function of t. The relative compactness follows from the class R

assumption for if Xx, ..., X„ is a basis of Nc consisting of eigenvectors for

ad D | JVC, then, for Y G T, c¡ G C,

exp Y■ expfaAi + • • • + cnXn) • exp -Y = exp(cxeia"Xx + • • • + c„e^X„),

where ad Y(X¡) = ia¡X¡, a¡ real. The required analyticity follows by an applica-

tion of Morera's theorem and the verifiable fact that orbits of compact sets of Nc

under the adjoint action of T on Nc are relatively compact.

Hence, to conclude our proof, we need only show that Tand N have dense sets

of I? entire vectors. However, since T and N are nilpotent, it follows from results

of Goodman [3, Corollary (5.5)] that the L2 left regular representation of Tand

N have dense sets of entire vectors.   Q.E.D.

We are now in a position to prove the converse of (II. 1).

Theorem (II.2) U has a holomorphic extension iff G modulo the kernel of U is

class R.
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Proof. If/is any L) entire vector for IP, then it follows by standard arguments

that w — fofisWgvdg is entire for U, the analytic extension being given by

Utw = f LC-\f(g)Ug(v)dg. If G has a dense set of such/, then the linear span of

the set of such w is dense, as can be seen by the usual annihilator argument.

Hence, it suffices to show that G has a dense set of Ü entire vectors. Since the

pointwise product of two L2 entire vectors is an Ü entire vector (there is an

obvious analytic extension) it suffices to consider LG.

To do so, we use the semisimple splitting of Auslander-Moore [1, p. 132]. In

particular, in [1] it was shown that G can be imbedded as a normal subgroup in

a connected, simply connected solvable, Lie group G0 which can be semisimply

split by factors T and zV (N normal). Furthermore G0 = T • G and this

decomposition is semidirect. G0 can be chosen to be class R for if X0 is the Lie

algebra of G0, the collection D of elements in X0 with pure imaginary eigenvalues

is a subspace which contains [X0, X0] and hence is a Lie algebra. It is easily

shown that if 17and <=/Vare the Lie algebras of Fand N, then "D = D n 17+ JV

is a semisimple splitting of 9. Also 9 = D n D + X. Hence, taking G0 to be

class R, we know, by Lemma \,LG' has an L2 dense set of entire vectors.

Now, since G0 = T • G, Haar measure on G0 decomposes into a product of

Haar measure on T and G, and L2(G0) can be decomposed as a direct integral

of L2(G) over F with respect to Haar measure. If/ G L2(G0) and t G F, the /th

component of / is the map of G into C, /(g) = f(tg). This decomposition

decomposes LG° |c as/ ®L'dT(t) where L'(g) = LG(t~lgt). By Goodman's direct

integral theorem [3, Lemma 3.1] it follows that almost every L' must have dense

sets of entire vectors. It is easily shown that any entire vector for L' is entire for

LG. In fact JC(£') = ^(LG) for all / G F.   Q.E.D.

Remark. The procedure for producing entire vectors described above can be

used to produce entire vectors having certain regularity properties. For example,

let || || be a left invariant Riemannian metric on G0. Suppose / and g are as in

Lemma 1. Suppose also that for all compact sets ß in F and x in zV, there are

positive constants Ba, B', Cx, C, (B' and C independent of fi and x) such that

(2)       \Llf(t)\<Büexp(-B'\W)   and    \L^g(n)\ < Cxexp(-C'\\n\\2)

for z, G fl, z2 G x» n G N, t G F.

Then, from the above proof, it is easily seen that if A is a compact subset of

G0, then there are positive constants AA and A' (A' independent of A) such that

IW® *("»)! ̂  AAexp(-A'\\tn\^).

In fact, if ß and x are the projections of A in Tc and Nc respectively, and if xo is

the closure of the orbit of Slx^T1 by F in TV,, (which is compact by the above

proof) then by (1) and (2) and the fact that ||/n|| < ||/|| + ||n||

IW® *("»)! £ Ba(exp(-B'\\t\\2)) • CÄexp(-C'||n|P)

< BaCMexp(-A'\\tn\\2)
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where A' = j inf (B', C) and where z, z2 G A, / G T, n G N.

From the proof of (II.2), for a.e. t G T, the map x -* (/® g)(fx) = (/® g)

(x) is, when restricted to G, entire for L'. Hence, from the decomposition of IP"

as a direct integral of the 11, t G F (see (II.2)) we see that for z G G^

Lc(z)((/®g),) = L'(/z/-')((/®g),)

= [Lc«(iz/-')(/®g)]( = Lc«(z/-')(/®g).

Thus, if A is a compact subset of Gc, then for k G G, z G A,

|LG(z)((/®g),)(/t)| = |L<^f-')(/®g)(*)|

< ^-texpi-^IWI2).

Thus (/ ® g), satisfies an estimate similar to (2) above.

Entire vectors satisfying (2) always exist for nilpotent groups. In fact, let N be

any c.s.c. nilpotent group and let JV = X(N). Let {A}}, j = \,...,d, be an

ordered Jordan Holder basis for JV considered as elements of JVC. For z G C, set

gj(z) = exp zX¡ G zVc. For P G Nd, P = (Px,...,Pd), let cAp be the space of

entire functions / on Gc for which the function F(zx ,...,zd)

= /(expz1A7 •••expzdAr(/) satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem (5.1) of [3], i.e.

there are positive constants A, B and C for which

iFiz,,—,zd)|<Cexp{-,4(2 |Re z//) + b(% Hm^l

Goodman showed that there is a positive constant m such that if PK+X > PKm

for all K, then/ G cApimplies that there are positive constants Cx,Ax,D,q such

that

/(*>»,)•••&(/„)) < Qexpl"^, 2 kl'' + D\w\<]

for all f, G R, w G C.

An obvious modification of Goodman's proof shows that there are constants

Ax, Bx, Cx, D, q (independent of w and z,) such that

l/(^(vy)g,(z,) - • -gd(zd))\ < Cxexp{-Ax 2 |Re z/> + Bx 2 |Im *y|* + D\w\<}

for z„ w G C.

It follows that <=AP is invariant under complex left translations and that for

w = g\M • • ■ gdi^d)' w¡ e C,

l/tei(*i) • • -gdizd))\ < C exp|-^ 2 |Re z,!'' + B 2 |Im z{\r> + Z) 2 kl'}.
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If F. > 2, it follows that the restriction of/to G satisfies (2) above. (Note that

HftW ' • ' gdi'ä)\\ < lift ('i)ll + • • • + \\gditd)\\ < ki I + • • • + Val) Goodman
showed that c4p is a dense subset of L2(G).

Corollary (113). Suppose U is as in the introduction and G is class R. Then if U

has a dense set of vectors v for which g -* UgveM^ is bounded for some M < 0

(depending on v), then U has a dense set of entire vectors.

Proof. This follows as in Moore [7, Theorem 5,Chapter 6], where instead of the

family of functions f(t, •), we regularize with respect to entire vectors satisfying

(2) above.

Corollary. Every representation of G in a Banach space has a dense set of entire

vectors.

Proof. Banach space representations are known to satisfy the hypothesis of the

previous corollary with respect to every vector.

Remarks. The proof Moore's theorem cited above is somewhat more complicat-

ed than required in our case as we can prove existence of the required integral

via a Riemannian sum since our representation is given as being continuous.

Our results on unitary representations admit a nice description in terms of the

Green kernel. (After Leon Green who, we are told, has studied this kernel

extensively.)

Definition. Let X be a Lie algebra. The Green kernel of X is the smallest ideal

Iflfsuch that X/D{"i% type R. If G is the connected, simply connected Lie group

corresponding to X, then the Green kernel of G is the analytic subgroup of G

corresponding to %

Then (2.2) may be paraphrased as

Corollary (II.4). A unitary representation U of a solvable Lie group has a dense

set of entire vectors iff U is the identity on the Green kernel. In any event, the closure

of the set of entire vectors is the space of vectors left invariant by the Green kernel.

This corollary solves completely the question of when unitary representations

of solvable Lie groups have entire vectors. However, as noted in Remark (1.7), the

concept of entire vector is definable for nonsolvable groups.

To consider the general problem, let G be a not necessarily solvable connected,

simply connected Lie group. By the Levi decomposition G is a semidirect product

of a semisimple group F and a normal solvable group S. If U is any locally

injective unitary representation of G which has a dense set of entire vectors, the

restriction of U to S has a dense set of entire vectors. Hence S is type R.

Similarly, by a theorem of Goodman (Goodman [2, Theorem 8.1]), F must be

compact.

Conversely, suppose G is a semidirect product of a compact semisimple group

F and a normal solvable type R group S. Since finite dimensional representations

have bounded differentials, every vector for such a representation is entire.
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Hence, by the Peter-Weyl theorem there is a dense set of L2 entire vectors for T.

If/and g are L2 entire vectors for Fand S respectively, it follows as in Lemma

1 above that/® g is entire for LP \ S. It follows from formula (1) that/® g is

entire for LP \ T also. Hence from Theorem (1.4) (note that the proof of this

theorem was "infinitesimal" and hence did not depend on the solvability of the

group), / ® g is an L? entire vector for G. Thus G has a dense set of L2 entire

vectors. It is not difficult to show from the Leibniz product theorem for

derivatives that the pointwise product of L2 entire vectors is an L) entire vector.

Finally, if U is a unitary representation of G and / is an L) entire vector for G,

then w = $GÍ(g)Ugvdg is an entire vector for all v in the representation space as

follows from the identity

dU(X)w = J^ (-dL(X)f)(g)Ugvdg

for all X in the Lie algebra of G. We have then shown that every unitary

representation of G has a dense set of entire vectors. Such G can be characterized

simply as the not necessarily solvable class R Lie groups due to the following

lemma.

Lemma. A Lie algebra X is class R iff X is a semidirect product of a compact

semisimple Lie algebra U and a type R solvable Lie algebra S.

Proof. Let G be the c.s.c. Lie group corresponding to X. If X is such a

semidirect product, from the above we see that every unitary representation of G

must have dense sets of entire vectors. (II. 1) then shows that G must be type R.

(Note that the proof of (II. 1) nowhere assumed solvability of G.)

Conversely, if X is type R, let X = U + <£ be the Levi decomposition (U

semisimple and S solvable). Since <£ is automatically type R, it suffices to show

that H is compact. Let B be the Killing form for <3 and let X G 17. Since

tr(ad A ad A) = B(X,X) is the sum of the squares of the eigenvalues of ad X

weighted according to multiplicity, B(X, A ) < 0. Thus, since B is nondegenerate,

B is negative definite and U is compact.   Q.E.D.

Corollary (II.5). Corollary (II.4) is true with "solvable" omitted.
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